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CLINKER PAVERS FOR ALL
WEATHER CONDITIONS 

| Sahara  

While building a house, one cannot forget its exterior design. The 
pavements, fencings and greenery are like stylish accessories to 
designer clothes. They should not be underestimated or chosen 
without due care and attention. They should not only reflect our 
individuality, but also harmonize with the surroundings. The LHL 
clay pavers are made of clay and sand. So they are naturally con-
nected with the surroundings. The colours are inspired by the  
sun, water and ground. They are beautiful and extremely durable. 
Thanks to a rich palette of colours, they blend perfectly into small
gardens and prestigious spaces. They do not require any special 
maintenance. The rain washes away the dirt, while the sun dries 
them out and highlights their colours. It is an aesthetic solution for
every taste and weather conditions.

LHL KLINKIER
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WHY CHOOSE CLINKER PAVERS?

Material: ceramics
Clay fired at 1000°C. Ecological material – natural and durable.

Resistance: very high
The resistance of 47 mm thick LHL clinker pavers is 4 times higher than that of
80 mm thick concrete pavers, because during the firing process the moulded
and compressed clay forms ceramals, which guarantee high resistance of the material 
– 200 MPa. It is a multi-purpose material – it can be used for paths, terraces, 
driveways, streets, car parks etc.

Colour: durable and resistant to fading
Uniform across the entire material. A wide selection of colours is obtained by using 
various clays, which fire naturally into several colours without any artificial additives 
or dyes. Life-long colour warranty.

Number of surfaces and application segments: 5
5 possible surfaces of a single clay paver (2 flat surfaces + 2 end faces + 1 side
face). Since the side faces of the clay paver are smooth, they can be used for the 
finishing of edges, curbs, stairs, low walls and other elements of the landscape 
design. Thus one can econo mize on additional finishing materials.

Skid resistance: the highest (U3 class)
The highest skid resistance under all conditions (dry and damp surfaces), because
its sur face does not become polished during the normal use. Operational safety.

Abrasion resistance: A2 class
The average amount of material abraded during the tests according to PN EN 1344 
should not exceed 1000 mm3. Up to 20 times lower abrasibility, because clinker paver is 
a ceramal and it is difficult to separate and abstract single grains from it, which is why it 
abrades hardly at all. Durability and elegance for years.

Resistance to weak acids: resistant
Resistance to weak acids, e.g. lemon juice or vinegar, is a natural feature of ceramics, 
because during the firing process the clay used to produce clinker changes its structure 
into a non-reactive form. Therefore, it becomes resistant to acids, detergents
and other caustic agents. Easy maintenance and resistance to stains.

Prepared based on: PN-EN 1338:2005 ”Concrete paving bricks. Requirements and test methods”,
PN-EN 1344:2004 ”Ceramic road brick. Requirements and test methods” and data sheets issued  
by paving brick manufacturers.



Availability of products in different
formats - please contact us by mail:
export@klinkier.pl

SolarisSonoraSahara

| Sahara

Clinker PAVERS
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ArgonGobiAlt Solaris
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| Alt Solaris, Alt Toba, Alt Classic | Argon 



Staromiejski LavaKalahari

| Kalahari 
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Availability of products in different
formats - please contact us by mail:
export@klinkier.pl

Clinker PAVERS



Slip Classic SmoothClassic Alt Classic
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| Alt Classic, Alt Toba, Alt Solaris | Classic, Alt Classic, Solaris



Availability of products in different
formats - please contact us by mail:
export@klinkier.pl

Clinker PAVERS

Wega Toba Alt Toba

 | Wega 
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Terra Orion Etna
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 | Toba  | Classic, Toba, Solaris



Mozaika TybetAntika

Availability of products in different
formats - please contact us by mail:
export@klinkier.pl

Clinker PAVERS

 | Antika 
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Tytan
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 |  Tybet

PLEASE VISIT OUR  
TEXTURE CONFIGURATOR DESIGN ONLINE



TERRACES, GARDEN
PATHS, DRIVEWAYS 
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 | Antika


